ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
This work presents recent results of a project that is m& way at IRST laboratories, for the development of a handsfree microphone-amay based dictation system. The system uses a Continuous Density HMh4-based speech mogniw [I] trained with a large speech corpus acquired in a quiet room using a high quality dose-talk microphone [2]. The four-microphone array acquisition system derives from that developed for acoustic surveillance purposes, as described in A previous work [4] reported on some recognition experiments conducted in a real noisy office environment and showed pedonnmce improvement due to the use of the microphone array. The remaining mismatch between training and test conditions was addressed using difTe.rent compmsation/enhancement techniques. Results demonstrated a further considerable improvement using phone HMM adaptation. This paper aims at predicting system behaviour d e r Merent environmental conditions. A block diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1 . The new results are obtained using a simulation approach that allows, in prinaple, to recreate a wide variety of noisy and reverberant conditions and includes geometrical informations such as room size and position of talker, noise source, and microphone array.
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SYST-EM DESCRIPTION

Linear Microphone Array
The use of a microphone array for handsfree speech recognition [SI relies on the possibility of obtaining a signal of improved quality, compared to the one recorded by a single microphone. A microphone array system allows to emphasize the talker message, as well as to reduce noise arid nverberation components, in a way that can be considered "independent" of the talker position. In particular, the switch on A corresponds to real data experiments, while the switch on C corresponds to simulations. 
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Acoustic Feature Extraction
The input to the Feature Extractor (FE) corresponds to the digital version of the close-talk microphone in the case of the baseline system, and to the TDC processing output (1) when the microphone amay is used for acquisition.
The FE input signal is preemphasized and blocked into frames of 20 ms duration. For each frame, 8 Mel scaled Cepstral Coeffiaents (MCCs) and the log-energy are extracted. MCCs are normalized by subtracting the MCC means computed on the whole utterance. The log-energy is also normalized with respect to the maximum value in the sentence.
The resulting MCCs and the normalized log-energy, together with their first and second order derivatives, are arranged into a single observation vector of 27 components.
HMM-based Recognition System
A set of 34 context independent acoustic-phonetic speech uuits is modeled with left-Wright CDHMMs. Output distribution pmbabiities are modeled by means of mixtures having 16 Gaussian components with diagonal covariance matrices. Model training was accomplished by using the italian database APASCI [2]. The training set consisted of 2140 sentences uttered by 100 speakers (50 males and 50 females). 
HMM Adaptation
EXPEFUMENTS AND RESULTS
Multichannel Speech Corpus
A multichannel corpus was collected in an office environment to measure real system performance as well as to make a com- imcnts of only reverbcmnt environment with difrerent n wbaration times Tso.
Real Data Experiments
Expukents onreal data [4Jskowedpafarmancerrportedm 
Simulated Data Experiments
New system performance obtairacd through simulation expaimam are r e m in Figures 2 , 3 
